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Since COVID-19 arrived in the United States in early 2020, the Department of Health 

and Human Services (DHHS) has repeatedly declared that the disease represents a public health 

emergency for all Americans.i Federal public health agency the Center for Disease Control 

(CDC)has shared that people can protect themselves and others from contracting and spreading 

COVID by frequently washing their hands, maintaining six feet of distance between oneself and 

others, and wearing a mask that covers one’s mouth and nose. In lieu of an official, coordinated, 

national response or mandate, many state and local officials had to work to create and enforce 

measures to protect their constituencies.  

These measures included shuttering bars and restaurants, shifting more employees to 

remote working situations, closing public parks, and preventing large religious services from 

gathering. In addition to forced social distancing, thirty-three states and the District of Columbia 

now require face-covering in public.ii The coronavirus pandemic forced a near-total shutdown of 

school buildings in the Spring of 2020, and many closures remained into effect through summer 

and fall 2020 terms.iii Economic fallout was equally dire; unemployment rose higher in the 

months following COVID than it did during two years of the Great Recession, and upwards of 

60% of closed restaurants will never reopen.iv  

At the same time, the spread of mis-dis-mal informationv about COVID posed even more 

health risks. Pandemic disinformation campaigns included, and continue to include, downplaying 

the severity of the disease, contradicting the advice of public health professionals, promoting 

unverified and often dangerous treatments, and protesting face-covering and social-distancing 

laws and/or policies. One of the most active groups demanding government ease COVID 

restrictions is called The Reopen the States Movement, or “ReOpen” for short. Group members 

believe that schools, businesses, and places of worship should no longer remain closed despite 

growing numbers of COVID diagnoses and deaths nationwide. These groups first began to form 

in response to the closure of churches on Easter Sunday. 



Facebook is a central hub in which ReOpen members vent their frustrations about 

closures and restrictions, share “information”, and plan rallies, but it is not the only one. The 

disinformation activity that fuels the ReOpen movement is not specific to any other digital 

platform, neither is it exclusive to online media. Given the deep-seated nature of how ReOpen 

groups understand the dangers of COVID-19, this paper argues for a multidisciplinary approach 

to understanding the public health and political effects of media manipulation.  My research 

demonstrates that one of the underlying mechanisms that enable the spread of false information 

is connected to trust and authenticity. By making connections with like-minded others on social 

media, residents of the United States are using problematic information to push local and state 

officials to reopen businesses, schools, and religious organizations. 

While a big data approach to understanding mis-dis-mal information as it pertains to 

COVID is important, my study explains why researchers must combine data-driven analytics 

with a sociotechnical model of audience ethnography to better understanding why mis-dis-mal 

information is believed, shared, and potentially combatted.   

 

Theoretical Background  

The ability to access and analyze large datasets has transformed social scientific research. 

Designs, simulations and findings were dramatically improved by the application of statistical 

models that could capture multifarious dependencies within new data sources.vi Using big data, 

researchers can track social movements and activism, studying the impact of hashtags 

worldwide.vii Researchers used these same tactics after the 2016 election to track the size, scope 

and spread of disinformation within and across online platforms. viii 

Data science also helps researchers understand behavioristic actions within a networked 

public over a short period of time. By analyzing Tweets and other content shared over social 

media, researchers tracked the dispersion of hate speech from white nationalists’ social media 

accounts into Fox News’ broadcasting and found that right-leaning voters were far more likely to 

consume a dense network of hyper-partisan sources in the months leading up to the 2016 

election. ix While studies found that left-wing or centrist groups read and shared disinformation, 

Trump supporters or people who belonged to groups that supported Trump were more likely to 

share what the researchers classified as “junk news.” x 



Big data research fuses political meaning and social action into a new understanding of 

what media can do, but since it is so focused on traceable behavior, it misses out on the beliefs, 

opinions, and internal states of being involved in user engagement on these platforms.xi 

Moreover, researchers ability to gain access to “raw data” is often incompatible with the 

privacy and intellectual property concerns of the platforms, which make reproducibility and 

replication difficult.xii When datasets are made publicly available, they are designed in the 

interest of the platforms. This computational turn affects how social scientists can analysis and 

effect media messages on political action because corporations like Facebook consider its users 

influenceable subjects, not knowledge agents. xiii 

Understanding the role problematic information plays online is also difficult because 

what constitutes information that platforms should remove is tied to the context of how it is 

being shared. Consider information as it relates to the threat of COVID-19. At the beginning of 

the pandemic, Dr. Anthony Fauci, the director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 

Diseases, and the US Surgeon General Jerome Adams, did not advise the public to wear masks. When 

these top officials shared this misinformation, their intent was not to harm the public. Nonetheless, this 

error coast countless lives. Since then, disinformation about masks continues to spread. Some claim 

that wearing a mask causes disease and increases the chances of suffocation.  Moreover, the original 

video of Dr. Fauci not advising mask use is still available online.xiv When users in ReOpen groups 

continue to share this video as “proof” that masks are ineffective or other producers cut from that 

video to make new content, it would be an example of malinformation. Flagging or removing 

malinformation such as this would be difficult without context. Were people sharing to express anger 

over Fauci’s initial recommendations or is it being used in ReOpen groups as evidence that masks are 

unnecessary? 

While a big data approach to thwarting mis-dis-mal information online is useful for 

identifying bots and mapping how and where false information spreads, tools that focus 

exclusively on producers of problematic content cannot address how or why these narratives 

resonate. The context behind why false stories are shared in conjunction with the unbelievability 

of truth is an essential element behind understanding the perpetual nature of problematic 

information.xv Media manipulation is more than simply a bug in the code, it is a sociotechnical 

vulnerability. Users use platforms in ways unanticipated or unintended by programmers.  Users 



use platforms in ways programmers never anticipated or intended. By observing public ReOpen 

groups on Facebook, this study demonstrates how misinformation drives political action by 

connecting with the “deep stories” of American conservatism.xvi   

Methods  

When ReOpen groups first emerged on the platform in response to the closing of church services 

on Easter Sunday, affiliations were broad, but after rallies were organized in states, groups 

specific to those states form. An example of one such group not affiliated with this study is 

ReOpenVA. This paper uses Marwick’s (2019) sociotechnical model of media effects to analyze 

how ReOpen actors make meaning and organize political rallies based on news and information 

shared in ReOpen Facebook Groups. It draws from participant observation of four public 

ReOpen groups on Facebook based out of four different locations within United States (i.e., 

North, South, East, and West). Observations on Facebook were conducted from April to 

November 2020 which consisted of visiting each group on a daily basis, tracking themes as they 

were discussed, taking screenshots of content and events shared, and noting information being 

used to support group members’ arguments.   

In addition to ethnographic observations, I conducted a content analysis of the screenshots across 

each group. Content immersion also included reading, watching, or listening to the news stories 

posted on the site. Sometimes original content was removed, so this also included finding the 

source on other platforms (e.g. Breitbart News or One American News Network). By combining 

ethnographic observations with content analysis of news stories and comments posted by group 

members, I was able to identify the most salient themes focused on within the groups.  

I then drew on these initial themes to help structure the content analysis of screenshots taken 

from across the groups. This multimethodological approach allowed me to triangulate my study 

to strengthen the validity of my findings.  

(Preliminary) Findings  

Conservative pundits and politicians in digital-first and traditional media forms have focused in 

the “Five Fs” of conservatism, what Tripodi (forthcoming) describes as faith, family, firearms, 

the armed forces, and a free market to claim that public health measures violate individual 

freedoms and purposefully stifle what should otherwise function as a free-market economy.xvii 



“Reopen” rallies, typically held outside of state capital buildings in which groups demand 

schools, churches, and the economy return to business as usual also have violent connections to 

milia groups. It was found that the plot to kidnap Michigan governor Gretchen Whitmer was tied 

to attendees at a ReOpen rally.xviii  

Members of these groups are also involved in the effort to “Stop the Steal.” Not only is 

this catchphrase a cleaver iteration of the “Stop the Spread” and the organization behind the “call 

to action” took place in a close reopen group Stand Up Michigan.xix 

Given the contentious nature of the 2020 election, participation observations and content 

analysis will continue past November 6, 2020.  However, preliminary findings indicate that 

ReOpen members collaboratively construct a collective resistance to government interventions 

design to slow the spread of COVID-19 in the United States. My analysis clarifies how the 

content in these Facebook groups blurs the boundaries between fact (i.e., epidemiological 

updates) and fiction (i.e., conspiracy theories), what they’ve directly observed (i.e., their own 

experiences) vs. other’s accounts (i.e., shares from users outside the network), and the difference 

between news and opinion.xx Based on my analysis, the most salient themes in these spaces 

centered around conservative values more broadly; assert that the threat of COVID-19 was 

overblown; and routinely signaled to more extremist conspiracy theories involving child abuse 

and trafficking.  

Moreover, my findings indicate that attempts to flag or remove mis-dis-mal information 

only served to strengthen the groups resolve that the Big Tech was trying to silence the truth. 

Such a backlash to platforms efforts to combat problematic content suggest alternative solutions 

are needed as the likelihood of lockdowns and the continued us of masks in public spaces 

remains a necessary part of slowing the spread of COVID-19.  
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